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The reception desk is open daily

8am to 6pm

In case you need assistance of the 
training center, do not hesitate and 

contact us at

education@mhm.cz

Scientia est potentia

The training takes place in Prague 
at the training center operated by 

MHM computer a.s.

The address is:

MHM computer a.s. 
U Pekáren 4 

102 00 Praha 10 - Hostivař

Visitor’s Guide
General information 

on organization of courses



I – Organization of the courses

Unless we inform you otherwise, the class starts every day at 9:00 AM and ends at 5:00 PM with 
the exception of Monday, when the class starts one hour later than usual, i.e. at 10:00 AM. 

The participants are advised to bring their own laptops. Course materials and lab workbooks 
will be distributed to all participants at the beginning of the training. After you arrive to MHM 
computer a.s. you will be assigned an access card to training facility. We kindly ask you to return 
the access card at the reception desk every day when the training is over.

The training takes place in one of three modern air conditioned and fully equipped training 
rooms. The rooms are named after Czech famous inventors:

Room C (green)

dedicated to Otto Wichterle  
(1913 – 1998) 

Czech scientist and 
inventor well known for 
inventing contact lenses 
as we know them today

Room A (red)

dedicated to Jan Janský  
(1873 – 1921) 

Czech doctor and 
psychiatrist famous for 
discovery of four basic 
blood types

Room B (blue)

dedicated to Josef Ressel  
(1793 – 1857) 

Czech ranger, writer and 
inventor who constructed  

a ship propeller 



II -  At the training 
center

III -  Our Lab

It is recomended to bring your own 
laptop for the training. During the 

training you will have access to the 
internet

via wi-fi or cable, and also to the copy 
machine is at the lobby of the training 

center.  

Selection of hot and cold beverages is 
available during the training. You will 
be also given meal vouchers that are 

accepted in many restaurants in Prague. 
In close proximity of MHM training 

center there are many good restaurants 
and MHM lecturers will be happy to 

accompany you for a lunch. 

Course materials  
Starting from Q3 2012, all Student guides 

are avaliable in pdf. files(*), while Lab 
guides remain printed. We beleive, that 

it will bring more comfort and flexibility  
for both students and instructors, and 

also saves a lot of paper.

The trainings which include hands-on 
lab activities grant you full access to 
our recently reconstructed and fully 
equipped lab. The training lab with a 
double floor is equipped with the newest 
hardware and software dedicated solely 
for the training purposes.
 
Training servers and the training 
infrastructure is accessible through 
remote desktop based on Citrix 
virtualization platform. You can connect 
to the training facility  on  http://citrix.
mhm.cz. The instructor will provide you 
with credentials necessary for successful 
login at the beginning of each class.
 
Citrix client is required to make the 
connection (an option to install the 
plugin will be offered automaticaly). 
Supported browser is IE and Firefox. 
Detailed instructions for how to connect 
and for basic troubleshooting can be 
found here: 

How to connect
(*) Printed versions avaliable on request 

prior your arrival at the training center.

name:  MHM_training

password: courses_mhm

or via ethernet cable in any socket

Enterprise 
storage 
systems

VSP systems
USP-V system
USP system

Modular 
storage 
systems

HUS110s
AMS2000s

File and 
content

HCP300
HCP500
HNAS3080 cluster

Data 
protection

HDPS / CommVault®  
Simpana

Hitachi Blade 
Servers

Hitachi Compute Blade 
500/2000

http://citrix.mhm.cz
http://citrix.mhm.cz
http://www.mhm.cz/repository/training/how_to_connect_to_training_lab_v3.4.pdf


Arrangements prior to your arrival

After you enroll on the course, you should check whether you need visa to enter the 
Czech Republic or not. Visa requirements vary considerably. For some countries (e.g. 
Russia, Turkey) there are usually no problems with obtaining the visa while for other 
countries the rules are more strict. Please, keep in your mind that in some cases it may 
take up to 40 days to gather all the required documents and to process the application.  
For more information please see our website www.mhm.cz/en and download step-by-
step visa application guide which fill make you familiar with all the procedures. If you 
need visa, please inform us thusly so we can provide you with an invitation letter. You can 
also visit website of Czech Ministry of Foreign Affairs to get more information:

http://www.mzv.cz/jnp/en/information_for_aliens/index.html

If you have any questions regarding the course you are about to attend, do not hesitate to 
contact us for more information.

Travelling to MHM

MHM Training center is located approximately 34 km from Prague international airport Ruzyne. 
To travel to your hotel or to MHM computer, you can use various means of transportation:

Taxi:  For transport from the airport you can take any taxi that is available in front of the arrivals 
hall. The price of the transportation should not exceed 25 euros when travelling to the city 
center and 35 euros if you travel directly to MHM. For transportation in Prague (i.e. from hotel 
to city center, from hotel to MHM etc.) we recommend to use good value taxi operators such as 
Profi Taxi or AAA Radiotaxi.

You can arrange the taxi transport by calling one of the proofed taxi services: 

IV -  Travelling to MHM

AAA RADIOTAXI +420 222 333 222 
PROFI TAXI +420 844 700 800



Public transportation:

Prague has a very efficient and 
simple public transportation 
system. MHM computer a.s. is well accessible 
by bus. To get to MHM from the city center, 
please take any underground and go to 
Skalka station (green line) or to Haje (red 
line) whatever is more convenient for you. 

From Skalka underground station you can 
take the bus 271 to Sklářská stop or you can 
take the bus 111 to U Továren stop, which 
is situated right in front of MHM computer 
building. 

From Háje underground station you can take 
the bus 271 and go to Sklářská stop.

From Sklářská bus stop please head towards 
left, over the bridge and then straight 
approx. 100 meters, on the left side of the 
road you can see MHM building.

Car: 

If you decide to come by car or 
to rent a car at the airport, follow 

these directions:

Directions from Brno:

Take Spořilov exit from D1 highway – follow 
the southern part of Prague junction (Jižní 

spojka) – take Hostivař exit from the junction 
– Švehlova street – Průmyslová street (follow 

our direction plates on lighting masts), having 
passed under three bridges, turn left and then 

again left – go up to the last bridge you have 
undergone – to the left over the bridge (U 

továren street) and straight on. MHM offices 
are located some 100 metres forward on the 

left side of the road.

GPS coordinates for your navigation:

N 50°3’23.846” 
E 14°32’22.318”

Please visit our web site at 
http://www.mhm.cz/cs/training-location/ 
for detailed directions and the location map.

Parking is available at MHM computer a.s. 
and is free of charge.

Sklářská
Bus Stop

Sklářská
Bus Stop

U Pekáren
Bus Stop
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V. Accomodation in Prague
See selection of the hotels our partners use most 
often. If you require assistance with booking or if you 
need more information, do not hesitate to contact us.

Sivek Hotel Selský dvůr ****
If you prefer quiet location with close proximity to the training center, 
this four star comfortable hotel is a good choice. This hotel is popular 
with our clients. We can arrange the accommodation in this hotel for 

you.

Directions from this hotel: The bus stop “Hostivařské náměstí” is located 
in front of the hotel. Take the bus 122 or 181 and go to Sklarska stop. 
Keep right and cross the adjoining street. Head towards the bridge and 
at the bridge turn left. Continue approx. 100 meters. MHM company is 
situated on the left side of the road.

The distance to MHM is about 4 km, which is about 10 minutes by bus. 
The disadvantage can be that the city center with all its sights is located 
20-30 minutes by public transportation.

The price per person and night is about 50 EUR, including breakfast. 

http://www.hotel-selskydvur.info/en/

Commuting to MHM can take up to 30 minutes by public transportation or 
15-20 minutes by taxi, depending on the traffic. The hotel staff will help you 

with the orientation in the city. 

To travel to MHM please take the tram 22 and go to the end station 
“Hostivařské nádraží”. Then take the bus 271 or 183, and get off the bus on 
the next station “Sklářska”. Keep right and cross the adjoining street. Head 

towards the bridge and at the bridge turn left. Continue approx. 100 meters. 
MHM company is situated on the left side of the road.

The rates are about 90 EUR per night and person, including breakfast. 

www.hotel16.cz/en/

Hotel 16 U sv. Kateřiny ****
If you prefer to stay closer to the city center rather 
than to MHM training center, this luxurious boutique 
hotel is a good option to choose. Very close to (walking 
distance) Prague landmarks, yet in very peaceful 
and calm area, so you won’t be disturbed by crowds 
of tourists. The staff of this hotel is very helpful and 
provides you with all the information you may need.

http://www.hotel-selskydvur.info/en/
www.hotel16.cz/en/


Hotel Paris *****
Luxurious and spacious hotel in the heart of Old Town is the 
best option for those who like to treat themselves with the best 
accommodation.  All sights of Prague are within the walking 
distance. 

The only disadvantage is the distance from MHM training 
center. The best way how to reach the training center is by taxi.

The rates are about 200 EUR per night and person.

http://www.hotel-paris.cz/

http://www.hotel-paris.cz/

